[Determining diagnosis and therapy control of hypertension by time-limited loan of blood pressure monitors to patients. A report of experiences with acceptance and practical applications of the procedure in general practice].
Data from an investigation on acceptance and practicability of a temporary self assessment of blood pressure values including 181 patients of a rural practise are presented. Cooperation of the total collective was surprisingly good although particularly those patients with most risk factors revealed deficits in fulfilling the preconceived goals. Compared to 24 hour blood pressure monitoring total drop out rate in the self assessment group was lower (6.6%) although the requirement for involvement and cooperation was increased in this group. On an average about 39 blood pressure measurements have been performed by each patient. In the protocol six measurements per day over a period of 8 days were scheduled, amounting to a total number of single data recorded by experience of other authors to be sufficient for a valid assessment of the real blood pressure situation of each patient. In view of this proof of a satisfying cooperation and the relatively low costs of this method we believe that, according to our personal experience, this method (temporary blood pressure monitoring with rented blood pressure apparatus) may be recommended to every family doctor interested in adequate blood pressure diagnosis. As the investigation demonstrated the efforts caused by this method are low and do not interfere with usual activities in the office of a family doctor. On the other hand the pedagogic effect on the patient may not be underestimated.